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Using the Data Converter 

MIX 2.0 – Professional software for meta-analysis in Excel 

Prerequisites 

None. 

Summary of the tutorial content 

Practical examples of the use of the data converter inside MIX 2.0 and a description of the conversion 

details.  

 

Content 

1. Description of the data converter 

2. Preparing data 

3. Example 1: Converting odds ratios with confidence intervals to log odds ratios with standard errors 

4. Example 2: Converting correlation coefficients with sample size to Fisher’s z with standard errors 

5. Example 3: Converting rates and sample size (proportions) to double arc sine with standard errors 

6. Appendix: Numerical details 
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Description of the data converter 
The data converter in MIX 2.0 Pro is part of the ‘Data wizard’. The converter is designed to allow researcher 

to get their data ‘in shape’ for meta-analysis with MIX 2.0. For example, some case control studies may 

have reported odds ratios with confidence intervals, but MIX 2.0 (like most other meta-analysis software) 

requires log odds ratios with standard errors. The data converter can convert such data to make them 

compatible with the data entry. MIX 2.0 Pro has facilities to automatically provide the results from 

converted measures on the original scale (default); alternatively the user can use to use the converted scale 

in the presentation of the end results. For example, if a log odds ratio is entered with standard errors MIX 

2.0 will by default present odds ratios with confidence intervals in the meta-analysis results. The numerical 

settings dialog allows the user to turn off this feature.  

Currently, the following conversions are available: 

Binary data   

Odds ratio with CI > Log odds ratio with SE 

Risk ratio with CI > Log risk ratio with SE 

Hazard ratio with CI > Log hazard ratio with SE 

Log odds ratio with SE > Cohen’s d with SE  

 > Hedges’ g with SE 

 

Continuous data   

Paired mean  difference with SD and N > Paired mean difference with SE 

 > Cohen’s d with SE  

 > Hedges’ g with SE 

 

Correlations   

Correlation coefficient with N > Fisher’s z with SE 

 > Cohen’s d with SE  

 > Hedges’ g with SE 

 

Event data   

Event rate and N > Freeman-Tukey double arcsine with SE 

 > Logit with SE  

Event rate and person years > Log incidence rate with SE 

CI=confidence interval, SE=standard error, SD=standard deviation, N=sample size 

The converter looks like this:
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Preparing data 
The first requirement to use the data converter is to have data in an Excel file. Excel can import many types 

of files and virtually every statistical or data management software can export files in CSV format (CSV files 

can be imported automatically with Excel). Alternatively, you can copy-paste data from tables in many 

applications directly into Excel or you could even do the data entry entirely in Excel. 

Example 1: Converting odds ratios with confidence intervals to log odds ratios 

with standard errors 
In the first example, we will assume that you have a dataset with odds ratios and confidence intervals, from 

clinical trials or, perhaps, from case-control studies. To analyze such datasets in MIX 2.0 Pro (or in other 

meta-analysis software), you will have to transform the odds ratios to the log scale and calculate standard 

errors from the log-transformed confidence intervals. Below is a fictional dataset: 

Study ID OR CI- CI+ 

Study 1 0.353455 0.086192 1.449435 

Study 2 0.631284 0.293938 1.355792 

Study 3 0.83527 0.326025 2.139951 

Study 4 0.631284 0.166497 2.393545 

Study 5 0.755784 0.419795 1.360686 

Study 6 0.66365 0.303011 1.453516 

Study 7 0.516851 0.231405 1.154405 

Study 8 0.516851 0.287081 0.930521 

Study 9 1.682028 0.402213 7.034128 

Study 10 0.895834 0.667648 1.202009 

 

When you have this dataset in an Excel file, like we have, you can open the file in an instance of Excel in 

which MIX 2.0 Pro is active and use the conversion utility in the Data Wizard to make the data compatible 

with the data entry in MIX 2.0 Pro.  When you have the data ready, start the Data Wizard and choose 

‘Convert Excel data’: 

 

Coincidentally, the converter’s default settings are appropriate for this particular conversion. The column 

headers are in row 1, the measure to transform is the odds ratio (or), the variability measures to transform 
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are the confidence intervals and we would like to get a log odds ratio (log(or)) with its standard error (se). 

All we need to do is select the appropriate data ranges for the measure we want to convert and click 

‘Convert’. Let’s start with the data ranges and click on the first (top) list box that says ‘Select…’. The 

following pop-up will ask you to select the range that holds the odds ratio data. Select the range and click 

‘OK’: 

      

Repeat this process for the confidence intervals and click ‘Convert’ in the Data Wizard: 

 

MIX 2.0 will calculate the log odds ratios and standard errors for each study and will enter the data in the 

spreadsheet next to the original data: 
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The log odds ratios and the standard error data are directly compatible with data entry methods in the MIX 

2.0 Pro Dataset Wizard (‘Load Excel data’) for generic datasets. For example, let’s call the dataset “Odds 

ratio test” with determinants ‘intervention’ and ‘placebo’, and outcome ‘disease’: 

 

Clicking ‘Next’ will get you to the data range selection screen: 

 

The settings under ‘Load Excel data’ are already correct, but we still have to choose the ranges in ‘Data 

selection’. Select column ‘A’ for the ‘id’, column ‘E’ for the ‘log(or)’ and column ‘F’ for the ‘se’. When you 

click ‘OK’ you will be asked to check the data entry:  
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Click ‘Enter data’ and MIX 2.0 Pro will load the dataset.  

 

By default, MIX 2.0 Pro will transform the log odds ratios back to odds ratios for most meta-analysis results, 

such as the ‘Synthesis details’ and the ‘Synthesis forest plot’: 
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Example 2: Converting correlation coefficients with sample size to Fisher’s z with 

standard errors 
In the second example we will assume that you have a dataset with correlation coefficients and sample 

sizes. Although you could calculate standard errors for the correlation coefficients, it’s generally 

recommended to convert a correlation coefficient to Fisher’s z when performing a meta-analysis and 

transforming the meta-analysis result back. Below is a fictional dataset: 

Study ID cc N 

Study 1 0.5 40 

Study 2 0.6 90 

Study 3 0.4 25 

Study 4 0.2 400 

Study 5 0.7 60 

 

When you have this dataset in an Excel file, like we have, you can open the file in an instance of Excel in 

which MIX 2.0 Pro is active and use the conversion utility in the Data Wizard to make the data compatible 

with the data entry in MIX 2.0 Pro.  When you have the data ready, start the Data Wizard and choose 

‘Convert Excel data’. The converter’s default settings are not appropriate for this particular conversion and 

we must first change the measure we are trying to convert. Instead of odds ratio (or), choose correlation 

coefficient (cc). The variability will automatically change to sample size (N) and the measure to which the 

correlation coefficient is transformed is automatically set to Fisher’s z (fz) with a standard error (se) and a 

sample size (N). The column headers are in row 1, so that can stay as it is.  

 

All we need to do now is select the appropriate data ranges for the measure, like in the previous example, 

and your result should be as follows: 
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The Fisher’s z data can be entered in MX as a generic dataset. Make sure you choose ‘cc’ as the measure 

and ‘fz’ as the transformation: 

 

In the next screen, choose the appropriate columns for the data and click ‘OK’ 

 

When you click ‘OK’ and choose ‘Enter data’ in the next dialog box, you will be able to analyze your data in 

MIX. The synthesis results will automatically be shown in terms of correlation coefficients. 
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Example 3: Converting rates and sample size (proportions) to Freeman-Tukey 

double arc sines with standard errors  
In the third example we will assume that you have a dataset with single group rates and sample sizes. 

Calculating standard errors for the probability itself is not recommended because it would result in 

inaccurate confidence intervals. It is generally recommended to convert a single group rate with a 

Freeman-Tukey double arc-sine or a logit transformation and calculate a standard error for that entity. 

When performing a meta-analysis these can be transformed back to a probability scale. Below is a fictional 

dataset: 

Study ID r N 

 Study 1 214 311 

Study 2 58 65 

Study 3 59 67 

Study 4 182 285 

Study 5 65 73 

Study 6 66 116 

Study 7 99 183 

Study 8 600 696 

Study 9 45 57 

Study 10 165 277 

Study 11 32 35 

Study 12 49 60 

Study 13 175 199 

Study 14 155 311 

Study 15 64 81 

Study 16 526 537 

 

When you have the data imported or pasted in Excel, start the Data Wizard and choose “Convert Excel 

data”. The converter’s default settings are not appropriate for this particular conversion and we must first 

change the measure we are trying to convert. Choose rate (r) for the measure. The variability will 

automatically change to sample size (N) and the measure to which the rate  is transformed is automatically 

set to the Freeman-Tukey transform of the probability (ftdblasin(p)) with a standard error (se) and a sample 

size (N). The column headers are in row 1, so that can stay as it is.  
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After selection of the appropriate data ranges and clicking ‘Convert’, your results should be as follows: 

 

The Freeman-Tukey double arc-sine transformed probabilities can be entered in MX as a generic dataset. 

Make sure you choose probability ‘p’ as the measure and ‘ftdblasin’ as the transformation: 

 

In the next screen, choose the appropriate columns for the data, choose ‘Enter data’ and the dataset will be 

loaded. The synthesis results will be shown in terms of probabilities:  

 


